


GREFIS HOTEL
THE NEW HOTEL IN THE WÜRMTAL.

Who are we? We are an individually managed lifestyle
hotel with a wow factor. Our name GREFIS is derives from
our location in GRÄFELFING. Lovingly abbreviated,
GREFIS is a nickname that historically refers to a
Bavarian clan settlement - the "Grefolvingas".

Why are we here? There has a long been desire in the
surrounding area for additional accommodation and
conference facilities. We can offer that, and it gets even
better!

The new "insider tip" in the area will be our restaurant
THE CLUB with bar and lounge. And we can do it even
better and put one on top: A luxurious Spa with rooftop
terrace and heated pool.



ROOMS & JUNIOR SUITEN
AS DESIRED, ONLY BETTER.

42 BUSINESS ROOMS
2 Adults | Queensize bed | Coffee & Tea Station | Super fast highspeed Wifi

10 BUSINESS JUNIOR SUITEN
2 Adults | Queensize bed | Kitchenette | Super fast highspeed Wifi

42 COMFORT ROOMS
2 Adults | 1 Child up to 15 years old | Twin bed | Coffee & Tea Station 

12 COMFORT JUNIOR SUITEN
3 Adults | Twin bed | Kitchenette

2 INCLUSION JUNIOR SUITEN
3 Adults | Twin bed | Kitchenette | Wheelchair accessible | Super fast highspeed Wifi

ALL ROOMS & JUNIOR SUITES HAVE THE FOLLOWING FACILITIES:
Highspeed Wifi | Air Condition | 55 Inch Smart TV | Bedding by Mühldorfer | Safe | 
Soundproof windows with blackout option | Rainfall shower | Hairdryer



GREFIS SPA
TOUCH THE SKY.

This is the place to unwind - above the rooftops of Gräfelfing. We are a
lifestyle spa for the highest demands, where the opposing elements of
water and fire form an exciting symbiosis. Equipped by Starpool, the most
modern design and highly developed technology meets traditional
knowledge, further developed into innovative treatments with high-quality
products from AQUA ORGANIC.

In addition to an elegant steam bath from STARPOOL, a Finnish sauna
and a bio sauna from STARPOOL in a modern, traditional style, a Hydro
Vertical Kneipp passage with colour effects, an ice fountain with finely
ground ice and spacious relaxation rooms with a fireplace, there is also a
heated rooftop pool. ZEROBODY - an innovative dryfloating bed for
relaxation completes our GREFIS Spa.

The heart is our heated pool surrounded by comfortable sun loungers. For
more holiday feelings, our 200m² GREFIS Rooftop terrace features our
bar, where you can enjoy delicious snacks, cocktails and cold drinks.

While the pool is reserved exclusively for GREFIS Spa guests, we welcome
all other guests to our bar - as in the GREFIS Spa area, our GREFIS
Rooftop Terrace remains exclusively for adults.
Our GREFIS SPA is exclusively for adults and is perfect for all those who
would like to unwind.

Our GREFIS Rooftop can of course also be booked for events.



GREFIS FITNESS
Small but only the best: Our GREFIS Fitness.

In our high-quality equipped fitness area, both
strength and endurance athletes will work up a sweat.
As the world's premier brand for fitness enthusiasts,
MATRIX equipment offers dynamic performance,
advanced functionality, and exclusive workout
programs.

Our GREFIS Fitness is included for all hotel and spa
guests.



GREFIS WORKS
WE EXPLORE NEW HORIZONS.

A place where there are no limits to creativity: We have rooms and
ideas for many occasions, innovative event technology and high-
quality equipment for the highest demands enable a professional
and creative process.

As desired, only better: light-flooded multifunctional rooms on the
ground floor, fiber-optic Internet connection with high-speed WiFi,
ClickShare conference technology, 98-inch presentation screens
with video technology and sound system, digital FlipChart, coffee
specialties from the coffee roasting manufactury DINZLER and
creative catering by our restaurant THE CLUB.

We realize wishes and ideas for up to 200 people and assure with
many years of know-how that every event is a successful
experience in an exclusive setting.



GREFIS WORKS SEATING
Room M² THEATER PARLIAMENT BLOCK U-SHAPE DINNER

WORKS ONE 100 80 40 12 24 40

WORKS TWO 100 80 40 12 24 40

WORKS 
ONE & TWO

200 200 83 / 34 80

WORKS 
THREE

20 / / 10 / /



THE CLUB
GOOD TASTE ONLY.

THE breakfast CLUB
It is the incomparable aroma that awakens many fond memories.
A delicious cup of coffee from the coffee roaster DINZLER and
the world-famous Bavarian delicacies - with such a breakfast you
are ready for the day.

THE lunch and dinner CLUB
THE lunch and dinner CLUB is a place where life is taken lightly
and pure joie de vivre counts. Local specialties and creative,
delicious dishes dominate the menu. The selection of drinks is
put together with love and has nice surprises in store.

Whether in the restaurant, at the bar, on the terrace or at the Sun
Downer on our Rooftop - with us you collect memories.

Cheers to a good time in our restaurant THE CLUB.



LOCATION
HERE TO STAY

The GREFIS Hotel is located southwest of Munich, in the
beautiful municipality of Gräfelfing. Not far from the
picturesque Würmtal, you can reach the center of Munich
as well as the numerous excursion options in the Munich
area as well as the five lakes region and of course the
Alps in less time.

Gräfelfing is therefore the ideal starting point for all kinds
of activities - both business and private. Our hotel is well
connected to public transport. The bus stop with
connections to the U-Bahn and S-Bahn is right in front of
our hotel. Due to the location in the M-Zone of the MVV,
you only pay the low tariff for the Munich interior. The
proximity to the A96 motorway with connection to the
A99 and the Mittlerer Ring brings you to us comfortably
by car and quickly to your business appointments.

The Martinsried research campus, the Großhadern
campus, downtown Munich and even the DLR
Oberpfaffenhofen can be reached in a few minutes by
car from the GREFIS.



QUESTIONS?
JUST CONTACT US!

+49 89 55 89 53 80
welcome@grefis.com

GREFIS Hotel GmbH
Lohenstrasse 5
82166 Gräfelfing

GPS: 48.120827 & 11.446837

www.grefis.com


